Benefits...

**MacroVac**
- Suction/irrigators - malleable tips, with various French sizes available

**MicroVac**
- Ultra malleable stationary disposable suction accessory

**InVac**
- Advanced valves for in-line suction control.
- Provides precision control simply by turning the outer collar to reduce or increase suction.
Description:

Model 3201 MacroVac - Designed for neurosurgery.
- Malleable
- ESSC™ Enhanced Suction Control
Tip Styles: Straight, Teardrop, Medium, Ported
French Sizes: 3, 5, 7, 9, 12
Lengths: 3", 6", 9"
Finishes: Black Coat or Polished Stainless

* Special Pricing available on neurological set of 12.
When ordering, please indicate tip style, french size, length, and finish
PMT is willing to customize any MacroVac to fit your needs

Model 3101 MicroVac - Ultra-malleable stationary suction tips.
French sizes: 3, 5, 7, 13, 22
22FW for laser smoke removal
When ordering, please indicate french size

Model 3102 InVac In-Line Suction Control
   Model 3102-1 Surgical Size
   Model 3102-2 Microsurgical Size
   Model 3102-3 Macro-surgical Size

Model 3202-U Ultrasoft™ Surgical Tubing for use with these products.
Each tube is 6' in length. Available in:
   Box (12 tubes)
   Case (48 tubes)

Our Commitment...
Customer Satisfaction

PMT is committed to providing you the highest quality products and the finest customer service. Local sales representatives are available to serve you. Please contact PMT at 1-800-626-5463 or 952-470-0866.